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PLAINT 41 /990  AFFECTING PROSPECTING LICENCE 20/1458 

 

George Ladislav Cavan (“Cavan”) and Ronald Francis Pawson 

(“Pawson”) are the registered holders of Prospecting Licence 20/1458 (“the 

PL”) which is located within the boundary of the Cue townsite.  

 

The PL is 1.5 hectares in size. The expenditure year in respect to the PL 

ends on 23 March in each year. The minimum expenditure required upon the PL 

in each year is $2000.00. 

 

The Plaintiff, Laurence Raymond Hitch (“Hitch”) is a prospector.  On or 

about the 4 or 5 January 2000 Hitch, in company with Pawson, attended upon 

the PL.  Hitch and Pawson again visited the PL in September 2000 and observed 

that there appeared to have been be no work carried out on the PL.   

 

Pawson has extensive work experience in the mining industry over the 

past 20 years. 

 

Pawson testified that the PL is in nearly the same condition as it was 

when he and Cavan purchased it in 1994.  Further, Pawson said that no drilling 

had ever taken place on the PL despite a suitable drilling rig for the task being 

located at one time in Cue.   

 

Cavan said in evidence that he carried out sampling on the PL.  Further, 

Cavan says that drilling of 6 sample holes took place in 1996.  The Form 5 

outlining expenditure for the year ending March 1997 reports 3 holes were 

drilled and assay tests carried out at a cost of $1320.00.  During the expenditure 
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year ending March 2000 Cavan says that he retested samples taken by him from 

the location of the 1996 drill holes.  The assay testing was conducted by Cavan 

at a laboratory at his home at a cost of $250.00 per day.  The task took him 

about 6 days for which Cavan claims expenditure of $1,350.00.  

 

Further, Cavan claims he did 2 days of office duties in recording the 

results of his assay and comparative work. No written results were produced into 

evidence by Cavan. 

 

Cavan claims he took 1 day to do maintenance upon the boundary pegs 

and trenches of the PL despite the fact that the PL is 1.5 hectares in size.   

 

Cavan claims he works 8 hours per day and is an electrician by trade. He 

is paid $35.00 per hour in that trade.  His daily rate as an electrician is about 

$250.00 per day.   

 

Numerous exhibits were put into evidence in particular the Form 5’s for 

the PL for the expenditure year ending March 1995 to the expenditure year 

ending March 2000. 

 

Consistently Cavan has claimed tenement maintenance in each year, 

metal detecting, office studies, transport and own labour. 

 

I observed Cavan give evidence in respect to the PL and, taking into 

account his difficulties as a result of the stroke that he has recently suffered I do 

not accept the credibility of Cavan’s evidence. I accept the evidence of Pawson 

as to his observations of what little has occurred on the PL despite the fact that 

he is a co owner and, clearly, has not communicated with Cavan for sometime 
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Cavan’s evidence is inconsistent with that of his co-owner Pawson.  

 

I accept that drilling occurred on the PL in the 1996/1997 expenditure 

year.  

 

I do not accept the rate claimed per hour and per day for work carried out 

by Cavan is reasonable or equivalent to wages he would otherwise be entitled to 

receive if similarly employed elsewhere in the district. In my opinion, the work 

that Cavan has carried out is not that of an electrician.  He carried out work on 

the PL the equivalent to that which a labourer would be employed to do. Wages 

would be paid, not at the rate of an electrician but, at the rate of a labourer.   

 

Evidence from both parties in this matter is clear in that a labourer would 

be paid somewhere between $15.00 and $20.00 per hour.   

 

Further, I do not accept that sampling and office studies occurred as 

described by Cavan in his evidence.  Cavan’s evidence in that regard, taking into 

account his recent illness, was vague and lacked credibility. 

 

There has been no documentation produced by Cavan, which would 

support the work claimed to have been carried out. To suggest that it took him 1 

whole day to carry out maintenance of the boundaries of a small mining 

tenement defies credibility. Further, office studies and assaying said to have 

been carried out are, in my opinion, wildly exaggerated and are nothing more 

that figures plucked out of the air so as to appear to meet the minimum 

expenditure requirements for the PL. To persistently resample sands from drill 
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holes over 4 years old does not add any credibility to Cavan’s work and 

expenditure claims. 

 

However, Cavan claims that prospecting has taken place by way of metal 

detecting.   That was not challenged in evidence. However, evidence by John 

Edward Telfer (“Telfer”) suggests that people metal detecting are not paid any 

money whatsoever but work on a tribute basis, that is a percentage of the gold 

won.  That being the case I do not accept that Cavan can claim, pursuant to 

Regulation 15 of the Mining Regulations, for time spent metal detecting.  

 

I find that Cavan has done very little in respect to the PL. It appears that 

some prospecting to the extent of metal detecting within the expenditure year in 

question, and drilling has, in the past, occurred. 

 

Accordingly I find that, the Plaintiff has made out a prima facie case of 

non-compliance with the expenditure conditions in respect to the PL.  

 

In my opinion the non-compliance with expenditure is of such gravity to 

warrant forfeiture of the PL.  It is the case that the tenement holders have gone 

to sleep on their obligations under the provisions of the Mining Act. Very little 

prospecting has occurred on the PL over a period of about 4 years. What has 

occurred does not meet the minimum expenditure obligations under the Mining 

Act. Cavan has put nothing to me in evidence that satisfies me that an order for 

forfeiture of the PL should not be made. 

 

Accordingly, I am of the opinion that Plaint 41/990 is upheld and PL 

20/1458 is forfeited. 

 
PLAINT 42/990  AFFECTING M 20/07 
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Cavan and Harley James Sears (“Sears”) are the holders of Mining 

Lease, 20/07 (“the Lease”) which is approximately 49 hectares in size and is 

located on the outskirts of the Cue townsite. 

 

The expenditure year for the Lease ends on 20 March in each year.  The 

minimum expenditure for the lease is $10,000.00 per annum. 

 

Hitch and Pawson gave evidence that they attended upon the Lease on or 

about 4 or 5 January 2001.   

 

During that visit Hitch took various photographs of machinery and 

miscellaneous items upon the Lease. The photographs were produced into 

evidence.  The equipment located upon the Lease was inter alia various plant for 

gold treatment, fencing, PVC piping, sheds and various machinery. 

 

In May 2000, Hitch and Pawson again returned to the Lease and took 

further photographs and observations.  A further visit was made to the Lease in 

September 2000 and further photos taken which were produced into evidence.  

In my opinion the photos in May and September 2000 are not particularly 

relevant as they are outside the expenditure year and taken when the lease was 

subject to this plaint. They do not assist me to determine what work had or had 

not been carried out on the Lease during the expenditure year in question. 

             

Both Hitch and Pawson gave evidence of observations during recent 

work done on the Lease. That work consisted of ore having been placed on the 

Lease and sands having been treated and tailings placed in the shape of a dam 

wall or an embankment on 2 sides. 
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Pawson has had dealings with Cavan in respect to the Lease in the past 

years. 

 

Both Pawson and Hitch were aware of a dispute that existed between 

Cavan and Telfer over work done on other leases in which Cavan has an interest 

and in respect to the ore now stock piled on the Lease. 

 

Other than that nothing else in their opinion had occurred on the Lease. 

 

Telfer gave evidence that he and Cavan had an oral agreement that 

Telfer could remove topsoil from leases nearby and transport the topsoil to the 

Lease and work it to recover any gold.  Telfer’s evidence was that he paid Cavan 

$1.00 per tonne of topsoil removed.  Further, there was an oral agreement 

between Telfer and Cavan that Telfer would keep oversized rocks and later 

remove them from the Lease for treatment elsewhere. 

 

Telfer further testified he took his own treatment plant and machinery 

onto the Lease and treated the topsoil from a nearby lease between early 1999 to 

late 1999. 

 

Between about February 1999 and October 1999 Telfer says he paid 

Cavan for 6,363 tonnes of ore and topsoil being a payment of $5,500.00 in cash 

and the balance being settled by cartage of materials from other places for 

Cavan.   
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Telfer says that the use of his earth moving equipment during this time 

and his efforts amounted to a cost of about $72,800.00 expended in the 

treatment of ore and topsoil. 

 

Further, Telfer testified that after treatment he stockpiled the tailings in a 

shape to form a dam wall at the request of Cavan. The dam walls measured 

about 25 metres on one side by about 100 metres long on the other side and 

about 2 metres high. Telfer made a ramp to allow Cavan to drive a bobcat access 

the top of the dam walls for the purpose of compaction and further preparation. 

Cavan intended to use the dam as a treatment pond or tailings dam for his 

proposed mining operations. 

 

Telfer further testified that he observed Cavan use his bobcat to flatten 

some of the tops and sides of the dam walls for a few hours.  Telfer estimated 

the cost to hire a bobcat similar to that used by Cavan would be about $45.00 

per hour.  That was disputed by Cavan who indicated that $55.00 per hour was 

more appropriate. 

 

According to Telfer, Cavan did not participate in the treatment or the 

processing of the ore or topsoil in anyway.  Telfer further said that he repaired a 

road to gain access to the Lease and placed dirt and other materials placed on the 

Lease requested by Cavan and in particular to cover some PVC pipes that Cavan 

has placed at various locations around the Lease.  Those PVC pipes lead no 

where but was simply covered by soil on access tracks.  Cavan did not pay 

Telfer for this work.   

 

Cavan gave evidence that he and Sears acquired the Lease in 1998.  

Cavan testified that he had purchased almost a complete gold treatment plant 
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from an area near Cue known as Poona in or about 1998. The plant was 

transported to the Lease with intentions of erecting and commissioning it to treat 

gold bearing ore from a nearby tenement that was owned by him and a company 

associated with him. 

 

Cavan says that he obtained permission from the Water and Rivers 

Commission to pump water from nearby mines shafts to assist in the treatment 

of ore on the Lease.  A Miscellaneous Licence was applied for by Cavan 

through a family company, North West Mining Company Pty Ltd for the 

purposes of erecting a pump house and associated fittings for the purposes of 

pumping water to the Lease.  

 

Cavan gave evidence that the various plant and machinery purchased by 

him is said to have cost about $100,000.00 although to purchase it new would be 

in excess of $250,000.000. 

 

The Form 5 notification of expenditure for the lease was put into 

evidence and relates to the expenditure year ending March 2000.   

 

During that year Cavan claimed he expended the following: 

 

MINING ACTIVITIES (DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTIONS)   

Tailings, dam construction    $  8,800.00 

Maintenance of pumps and piping   $  3,010.00 

Plant and site maintenance    $  5,250.00 

Road maintenance      $     273.00 

Loader maintenance (including fuel and oil)  $     750.00 

                  $18,083.00 
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ANNUAL TENEMENT RATE AND RENTS 

 

Department Minerals and Energy rental  $    505.00 

Shire Rates       $    250.00 

        $    755.00                            

                                                                                                                                        

ADMINISTRATION 

 
Site and tenement administration   $    474.00 

                                                   

Total expenditure      $19,312.00 

 

 

Of the amounts claimed as expenditure, Cavan has only a vague memory 

of what was spent and how.  Further, Cavan has very little in the way of 

documents to support expenditure of $18,083.00 on mining activities.   

 

Of the $8,800.00 claimed to have been expended on tailings, dam 

constructions, Cavan says that this is the equivalent of his time and use of his 

bobcat at a cost of between $45.00 and $55.00 per hour or about 160 hours of 

hire to compact and develop topsoil dumped by Telfer on the two walls of a 25 x 

100 metre. 

 

There is clear evidence from Cavan that he erected a fence around parts 

of the Lease with the help of casual labour from unnamed people in and around 

Cue. He says he paid to these people cash of about $20.00 per hour. Cavan has 

no records for the hour’s worked or monies paid to contractors or casual 

labourers on the Lease. There is obvious signs that some work has occurred such 

as the construction of a fence, erection of some small sheds and the partial 
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construction of dam walls for a tailings dam. Nothing was produced into 

evidence by Cavan to support his claims for that expenditure or expenditure on 

the maintenance of pumps and piping of $3,010.00 and plant and site 

maintenance of $5,250.00. 

 

No records to support loader maintenance (including fuel and oil) of 

$750.00 were available nor were there records to support road maintenance of 

$273.00. I do, however, accept that some maintenance and repair work was 

carried on his bobcat as confirmed by Telfer.  

 

There is a complete lack of any records of any description to support 

claims of expenditure made by Cavan. 

 

The lack of diary entries or documents to support work which may have 

occurred which is not obvious such as maintenance of plant and machinery does 

not assist Cavan’s evidence. 

 

Cavan’s evidence, even taking into account his recent illness was vague, 

confused, illogical at times, and his answers often evasive.  In my opinion, 

Cavan’s evidence lacked credibility.   

 

I accept the evidence of Pawson and Telfer in respect to their 

observations and find that their evidence to be truthful and credible. 

 

Accordingly, I do not accept Cavan’s evidence that he expended 

$8,800.00 on the dam wall construction. Certainly, Cavan spent some time on 

that work. It would defy logic to suggest that work on such a small area would 
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take effectively four weeks, particularly when much of the work was carried out 

by Telfer.   

 

There is nothing to support claims by Cavan that he spent $3,010.00 on 

maintenance of pumps and piping when there is only lengths of pipe laid at 

random on the lease and the balance stored.  There appears to be little in the way 

of pumps on the Lease.  Even at $35.00 per hour that would suggest that Cavan 

had spent some 80 hours repairing or dealing with random lengths of PVC 

piping which are joined to nothing and attending to few pumps on a Lease. 

 

Further, in my opinion, site and plant maintenance of $5,250.00 would 

suggest that Cavan had spent some 8 to 10 weeks at 8 hours per day attending to 

the maintenance of a small amount of plant. 

 

Cavan’s evidence in this respect is confusing and seemingly blurred with 

expenditure from the previous expenditure year and expenditure on other 

tenements. There is nothing to support the contention by Cavan that he carried 

out such work.   

 

I am satisfied that Cavan has expended some of his time, effort and 

money on dam wall construction, some plant, site, and loader maintenance. 

 

I do not accept that the amount that may be claimed pursuant to 

Regulation 31(1) of the Mining Regulations is the equilivent of that which may 

a person could earn in his trade. In my opinion, the amount that can be claimed 

is the equilivant to that which a person could earn in that same task if similarly 

employed in the district. I do not accept that the amount claimed by Cavan of 

$35.00 per hour, being that which he can earn in his trade as an electrician, is  
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appropriate or in compliance with the legislation. The evidence which I accept is 

that the tasks referred to in this matter are the equilivent of a labourer and as 

such the sum of between $15.00 and $20.00 per hour is more appropriate. 

 

The Statutory charges by DOME and the local Shire together with site 

and tenement administrations are not in dispute.   

 

Cavan contends that he has complied with expenditure conditions and 

relies upon the second limb of Regulation 31(1) of the Mining Regulations.  

Expenditure as been discussed by Warden Calder in Richmond v Opal Trend 

Nominees Pty Ltd Perth Wardens Court October 7 1999 Vol 14 No 7.  

 

The obligation of the holder of a mining tenement is to expend money as 

described by Warden Calder. Certainly Cavan is entitled to claim for his effort 

on the Lease but he cannot claim the work carried out by Telfer in the treatment 

of the ore and topsoil on the Lease. Cavan, it seems, was paid by Telfer for the 

purchase of the topsoil and ore that was treated on the Lease. Cavan can only 

claim that money which he actually spent on the Lease or his own time spent 

working the Lease, calculated in accordance with the second limb of Regulation 

31(1).   

 

Although Cavan has expended his time and no doubt some money on the 

Lease, such amount of time and money cannot be quantified with any certainty.  

Clearly, the amount claimed to have been expended simply cannot be justified 

by the apparent physical activity of Cavan or justified by the production of diary 

entries or receipts or invoices.  For the reasons previously given, I do not accept 

that Cavan has expended actual money or its equilivant pursuant to Regulation 

31(1) or anywhere near the $19,312.00 he claims.  In my opinion at best the 
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amount expended is more likely in the order of about $4,000.00, significantly 

less than the minimum expenditure required. 

 

In an application for forfeiture of a mining lease the obligation is upon 

the Plaintiff to establish a prima facie case of failure to comply with expenditure 

conditions.  Where that is established the onus is upon the tenement holder to 

satisfy the Warden on the balance of probabilities that the failure to comply with 

expenditure conditions is not such that an order for forfeiture of the mining lease 

should occur.  (see Commercial Properties Pty Ltd and another v Italo 

Nominees Pty Ltd Full Court SCWA delivered 16 December 1988 

 

I am satisfied and find that the Plaintiff has established a prima facie 

case that the holder of the Lease has failed to comply with expenditure 

conditions for the Lease and, therefore, there exists a prima facie case for 

forfeiture of the Lease. 

 

This case clearly highlights the need of tenement holders who propose to 

rely on the provisions of the second limbs of Section 15, 21 and 31 of the 

Mining Regulations to keep proper records of the amount of times spent 

working mining tenements, the activity claimed to have been carried out and 

supporting documentation for any cash monies or invoices for money expended. 

 

Without such records the holders of mining tenements are at risk of 

forfeiture. 

 

Having found that the holders of the Lease have not complied with their 

obligations to expend the minimum sum of money required by the Act I must 
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now consider whether such failure is of sufficient gravity to warrant a 

recommendation to the Hon. Minister for the forfeiture of the Lease. 

 

Cavan and Sears became the holders of the Lease in June 1998.  There is 

no evidence that nothing has occurred upon the Lease since then.  Quite to the 

contrary. 

 

In the two expenditure years that Cavan and Sears have owned the Lease 

some $100,000.00 has been expended on the purchase of a gold treatment plant, 

a fence construction around part of the Lease, some sheds erected, other form 

work prepared, various approvals for and partial construction of a tailings dam 

has commence on the Lease. A Miscellaneous Licence has been applied for and 

a licence granted by Water and Rivers Commission to pump water from shafts 

in the area to the Lease.  Further, negotiations with Native Title Claimants has 

occurred in respect to another tenement application which will alternately give 

benefit to Lease. 

 

Clearly there is a plan by Cavan to advance a project to exploit minerals 

on the Lease and on nearby and adjoining leases. In my opinion the holders are 

complying with the aims and objectives of the Mining Act. 

 

What is lacking is the proper accountability of expenditure incurred upon 

the Lease by the holders.  

 

It certainly is not the case that the holders of the Lease have sat on their 

hands and done nothing to comply with the aims and objectives of the Mining 

Act in the short time they have been the registered holders of the Lease. 
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For those reasons, I am of the opinion that the breach of the expenditure 

conditions is not of sufficient gravity to warrant a recommendation by me to the 

Hon Minister for forfeiture of the Lease.   

 

In view of the substantial expenditure on plant and equipment by Cavan 

in the short time he has been one of the holders of the Lease since 1998, and the 

fact that there has been significant towards the ultimate goal of establishing a 

gold treatment plant upon the Lease it is not appropriate to impose any penalty 

upon the holders for non compliance with the expenditure conditions. 

 

Accordingly, I make the following orders: 

 

In respect to plaint 41/990 affecting Prospecting Licence 20/1458: 

 

Plaint 41/990 be up held; 

 

There be an order for forfeiture of Prospecting Licence 20/1458; 

 

In respect to plaint 42/990 affecting Mining Lease 20/07: 

 

Plaint 42/990 be upheld; 

 

There be no recommendation to the Honourable Minister for forfeiture of  

Mining Lease 20/07; 

 

There be no imposition of a penalty upon the tenement holder in lieu of 

A recommendation for forfeiture. 
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